Anyone who takes responsibility for finding the potential
in people and processes and has the courage to develop
that potential.
- Brené Brown

01.

Y O U CA N’T GE T TO CO URA GE WI THO UT RUMBL I NG WI TH

V UL NE RA BIL ITY. E MB RACE THE S UCK.
Daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that are 100% teachable, observable, and
measurable. The foundational skill set of courage-building is “rumbling with vulnerability.”
Once we have built these rumbling skills, we can move on to the other three skill sets: Living
into Our Values, Braving Trust, and Learning to Rise. Our ability to be daring leaders will
never be greater than our capacity for vulnerability.

02.

S EL F -A WA RENE SS A ND S ELF -LO VE MA TTE R. WHO WE A RE I S

HO W WE L EA D.
The greatest barrier to courageous leadership is not fear—it’s how we respond to our fear.
Our armor—the thoughts, emotions, and behaviors that we use to protect ourselves when
we aren’t willing and able to rumble with vulnerability—move us out of alignment with our
values, corrode trust with our colleagues and teams, and prevent us from being our most
courageous selves.

03.

CO URAGE IS CO NTA GIO US .

To scale daring leadership and build courage in teams and organizations, we have to cultivate
a culture in which brave work, tough conversations, and whole hearts are the expectation,
and armor is not necessary or rewarded. We have to be vigilant about creating a culture in
which people feel safe, seen, heard, and respected.
The skill sets that make up courage are not new; they’ve been aspirational leadership skills for as
long as there have been leaders. We just haven’t had the courage for real talk about courage. But
it’s time. And if you want to call these “soft skills” after you’ve tried putting them into practice—
go for it. I dare you. Until then, find a home for your armor, and I’ll see you in the arena.

